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The recent war with Iraq has created a state of affairs between Europe and the United States that no one
on either side of the Atlantic can ignore any longer. The damage inflicted to the transatlantic relations
during the last months is certainly a severe one. Europe, set to enlarge, is feeling the strain as France,
Germany, and Belgium were opposing the intervention in Iraq, while European Union hopefuls and
NATO invitees fully supported Washington’s line. Indeed, a closer examination is warranted after such
frictions threatens not only the climate between Washington and Brussels, but also NATO, and threatens
to bring into question the very concept of a European Union.
The purpose of this paper is to explain the nature of the transatlantic gap and the causes of friction.
Furthermore, it elaborates on what this means for small and medium powers and Europe’s Security and
Defence Policy (ESDP). The following questions should be answered: What are the Americans trying to
achieve and why? What are the sources of friction? Are there different strategies or threat perceptions? Is
the transatlantic gap a temporary one, or will it go on and worsen? Answers to these questions should
elaborate on scenarios that can help national decision-makers as to what measures can be applied to
alleviate the current situation, and whether the Americans are serious about overcoming the current
differences.

Part 1: A political and philosophical transatlantic gap
1.1 American Grand Strategic Dilemma after the Cold War.
Since the beginning of George W. Bush´s presidency, American foreign policy has taken a more assertive
tone. In fact the new administration´s language is so different from the one of the former Clinton-cabinet
that we may ask ourselves what the Americans are trying to achieve and why? Furthermore, is this new
assertiveness only attributable to the beliefs of key players within the Bush camp, or is this the fruit of
some volonté générale?
To answer such questions, we must retrace the foreign policy debate in the wake of the Cold War. Paul
Kennedy highlighted three or four changes in the U.S. position as the East-West confrontation came to a
close. The first change was the end of American strategic invulnerability, the second was the waning of
America’s undisputed preeminence in technology, manufacturing and finance, the third was the rise of
new regional challengers, Europe and Japan in particular, and in consequence, the fourth change, saw a
reassessment of the threat to national security brought about by the reduction of Russian aggressiveness,
and a possible redefinition of what national security really means.1
Kennedy’s analysis came before and during the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1990, and before the collapse
of the Soviet Union and Communist ideology. Furthermore, his argumentation proceeds along the lines of
his seminal masterpiece The Rise and Fall of Great Powers,2 where indications of an empire’s demise are
measured by the relative emergence of challengers’ capacities. In the early 1990s, conventional wisdom
may have dictated that the end of the Soviet Union would possibly also mean the end of the supremacy of
the United States as democratic ideals, economic liberalism, free trade and renewed multilateralism made
small powers relatively more powerful.
This has not occurred. The reduction of the Soviet threat did not result in an large-scale alteration of the
size and shape of U.S. armed services, and if anything, Kennedy’s assessment was only correct in the
realization that threats to economic interests were taking centre stage and were redefining national
security along diplomatic and economic –not only military– lines.3 The final aim of American strategy was
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to avoid the fulfillment of trends that would have resulted in a weakening of the American position in the
world. From this very general guideline, a debate on America’s ultimate grand strategy can proceed.
In the half decade that followed the fall of the USSR, the revelation that America was still needed to solve
European problems, that there was an immense capabilities gap between her and Europe, (but also
between her and so-called “rogue states”) provided the grounds for roughly five or six grand strategic
positions. Most of these are based on the realist school of international relations. Such views are
represented in the scale in Fig. 1, reaching from retrenchment to unipolarity. Four (1, 2, 4 and 6) are rather
remote options, while the other two (3 and 5) are discussed here because they seem to explain the United
State’s current foreign policy. None of these policies admit a neo-functionalist or idealist leaning, although
it should be admitted that Americans have always believed on the whole that their actions, no matter how
coercive, were benevolent towards the global environment. America is indeed guided by values that are
deemed to be universal. Unfortunately, such views are convincing adversaries that such values and ideals
are contradicting cultural traditions and cannot be implemented without coercion. But the U.S. is
(idealistically) convinced that democracy, liberty and free markets are the foundations of a better world,
and tends to pursue idealistic outcomes in a realist manner.4
Fig. 1: Scale of positions for U.S. Grand Strategies
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Position 1, retrenchment and restraint, implies cashing in the peace dividend and addressing pressing
domestic issues. But since some domestic issues have a determinant outside U.S. shores, this still requires
a sizable military capability.5 Position 2, retrenchment without withdrawal, resembles position 1, but puts
emphasis on the maintenance of stability and the sustainment of overseas commitments where U.S.
interests dictate it.6 Position 4, regional protection/pacification, resembles off-shore balancing, but clearly
is a middle ground with the idealistic aims of preserving international stability. It leans heavily on
engagement because it requires the United States to apply power to solve regional disputes and global
instability by preventing the transfer of excessive economic output into military capabilities that could be
directed against it in the future. This is a cooperative position that seeks the common good with the
participation of newly found partners against delinquent States, proliferation and protectionism.7 Position
6, preservation of unipolarity, requires managing tensions between economic and security policies in such
a way as not to trigger a balancing response. There is also the requirement to balance the desire to follow
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the momentum of primacy and the desires of public opinion, averse at bearing the costs of extended
overseas presence.8
Off-shore balancing (position 3) and sustained engagement (5) are two sophisticated positions that leave
ample room for interpretation and therefore are politically appealing. The attractiveness of off-shore
balancing is that it calls for a form of insularity that leaves the door open to intervention to prevent
challengers to America´s primacy. It is also attractive because it suggests the protection of only core
interests, thereby avoiding the specter of over-extension and commitment to quagmires. It also permits a
gradual retreat from formal alliances and arrangements, thereby achieving a form of à la carte
multipolarism.9
Sustained engagement is interesting because it implies linking the pursuit of American interests to a
transformative vision that appeals to the public. Therefore it is understood that the current position and
the inherent advantages of being the sole remaining superpower are to be maintained. This means forging
a democratic peace without becoming a global policeman, for which there is no domestic support.10
Despite seemingly being at odds, these two positions are remarkably similar, the latter especially so since
it requires the active shaping of public opinion in the absence of an objective threat like the Soviet Union.11
The teeter-tottering and indecision of the Clinton years are directly related to the incapacity to mobilize
public opinion in either the direction of retrenchment or engagement. This failure can be attributed to
three other factors: One is the fact that all these proposed strategies have the same inability to focus, and
lean on armed forces-capabilities that leave other great powers struggling for a distant second position.
The second factor is the fact that the Clinton Administration was more preoccupied with economic
performance, finding exit strategies to unwanted American commitments in the Balkans and in Africa,
than with finding integrated solutions to post-Cold War instability. The third and perhaps most important
feature of the foreign policy indecision of the Clinton years was the inability to affect the American system
of political checks and balances to concentrate on foreign affairs. Throughout most of the Clinton
administration’s terms, the Democrat White House was locked in perpetual stalemate with a Republican
and increasingly neo-conservative Congress. Party lines are seldom respected in American politics, as
each senator and member of the House is directly accountable to his or her state’s constituency. This
means that positions can be commonly held between Democrats and Republicans, complicating the
president’s role of pushing a foreign policy issue through both Houses. This led the Clinton
Administration to prioritize high, and ditch lower priority policies in favor of Congressional support for
important domestic legislation.
This indecision continued even as George W. Bush took the oath of office as America’s first new (and
Republican) President of the 21st century. The early months of the Bush presidency were marred by a
declining economy, a plunge that already had started in the closing months of the previous
Administration.12 Foreign policy was the farthest thing from President Bush’s mind. With the possible
exception of U.S.-Russia relations and continued support for NATO enlargement, traditional priorities,
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such as the cataclysmic failure of the Middle-East peace process, received little attention from the
Administration. Nothing, it seemed, could get it to focus until that fateful morning of September 11, 2001,
which unleashed a series of events that highlight the features of a policy that seems to combine off-shore
balancing with sustained engagement.
What are those features and how do they compare to events? Sustained engagement seeks to build on
existing institutional bases by coupling continued U.S. engagement to strategies of transformation
designed to achieve greater indigenous capabilities.13 Where no such alliances or arrangements exist, it
relies on regional confidence building measures and local engagement. Finally, it seeks to upgrade UN
capabilities as a reflection of survey held in the United States.14
Off-shore balancing adopts an insular position economically by minimizing reliance on overseas material
and markets. In addition, the U.S. geographic advantage also promotes political and security insularity.
This position would withdraw the deterrent umbrella and let others defend themselves. This is a position
that sees nuclear proliferation as a fact of post-Cold War international life, and therefore departures from
previous arrangements are envisaged to defend against it. Concrete vital interests are the only ones worth
fighting for, and these determine commitments (as opposed to credibility determining commitment and in
turn commitments determining interests).15 This position sees the risk of disengagement, as freedom of
choice in economic and political matters is maximized to the detriment of institutions and permanent
alliances.16 Finally, the power of the United States can be called in to check by the emergence of regional
hegemonic powers, but this responsibility is usually left to others.17 The contradiction to this position is
that a regional hegemon could be Russian resurgence, which the EU would counter, thus triggering a
need to enhance capabilities. This is turn, would create a (mis-) perceived European hegemonic rise.
Evidently, there is a significant contradiction between the two proposals. Nevertheless, recent U.S. policy
seems to reconcile both, especially after September 11th.18 For example, NATO immediately extended §5
guarantees to the United States, which seemed consistent with Allies’ commitments. This offer was turned
down by the United States, which sought an ad hoc coalition to deal with Afghanistan instead.19 This is
significant, because NATO as an organization does not extend guarantees. It does so only as a result of a
consensual decision of its members. Therefore, for Lord Robertson, NATO’s Secretary-General, to issue a
statement concerning the extension of §5 to the U.S., he would have needed the consent of the U.S.
Ambassador to NATO. The fact that the Bush Administration decided against this raises the prospect of a
schism between the Administration and the bureaucracy.20
This would seem to fit with off-shore balancing, but at the same time, President Bush was careful to
appease President Putin of Russia in the spring of 2001 to ensure the smooth enlargement of the Alliance.
This is an example of sustained engagement, but why enlarge NATO if you are not going to use it? The
partial answer of course is that there is a marked difference between May 2001 and October 2001 in
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strategic thinking. So the intentions of the Bush Administration may have shifted from off-shore balancing
to sustained engagement at the end of 2001.
Another event that would lend credence to this shift would be the withdrawal of the U.S. from the AntiBallistic Missile (ABM) Treaty in December 2001.21 A precedent pregnant with proliferation consequences
may have been set here. Since off-shore balancing sees proliferation as inevitable, then there is no reason
to stick to a treaty that would presumably make Americans less secure. This of course opens the door to
the deployment of missile defense systems, announced in December 200222, but again, such a policy
would require some form of engagement, as the initiative requires geographic participation of Great
Britain, Canada and Denmark, and the technological participation of Japan among others. Some measures
and some means of multilateralism therefore need to be maintained.23 The U.S. stance on the Kyoto
Protocol24, attempts at creating a coalition to defy restrictions against genetically-modified crops25, the
cancellation of oil contracts that would have favored Russia and China26 are indications that the U.S. is
putting forward a strategy of off-shore balancing aimed at preventing the rise of local hegemonic powers.
The tendency, therefore, if this theory holds true to reality, would be that the United States will deal with
problems on a case-by-case basis more often in the future. 27 But it may also mean that, Americans fearing
extended commitments, the actions that the U.S. intends abroad will more or less remain unfinished.28 In
essence, this is in part what has triggered the current frictions. This is also why it is unlikely that the
Americans will ever suffer the strains of imperial overstretch. The outcome is not to install American
governors the way the British did in their 19th century colonies. This places too many burdens on the
political administration of far off territories, and furthermore, it is antithetical with American history.
Being a former colony, the United States has no desire to rule over others.29
What we are witnessing here is the empire of democratic ideals being spread with a healthy dose of steel
to achieve a Kantian peace worldwide. In that regard, there is no reason for the U.S. to fear overstretch
because its presence is limited to a sprinkle of military bases worldwide, the nature of which may have a
local impact. But even if this impact is negative, such as on the island of Okinawa, where locals and U.S.
troops have had frictions because of some soldiers‘ dubious mores, the central government, now used to
benefiting from American presence, will not feel compelled to ask for removal of bases, as these provide
local interests to Americans, and therefore protection. Furthermore, the immense power that Americans
wield can overturn any decision by a government intending to ask for American withdrawal.
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This does not tell us why the Americans have chosen this strategy. Certainly, September 11th acted as a
catalyst for choice, but there may be more to it than meets the eye. The transatlantic gap was opening up
well before Mr. Bush came to power.30 Joseph Nye, former Assistant Secretary of Defense for International
Security Affairs in the Clinton Administration, gave serious thought to the more pessimistic scenarios that
could befall transatlantic relations. He, like others, traces the emerging doubts as to the health of the
transatlantic link to the Kosovo campaign, which acted as a watershed event. “Until interrupted by
Kosovo (he wrote), headlines in the European press stressed differences with America, whether over
bananas, hormones in beef... or any of a myriad other issues.“31 But the Kosovo air war did not provide
the needed cement to repair fraying relations. American dominance in the campaign made manifest the
technological and military superiority of the American war machine by winning a campaign with the loss
of only one plane.
Why is this so determinant? Because it puts the onus of a healthy transatlantic relationship on more
efficient European political and military capabilities – a feature of off-shore balancing. Nye seems to be
blaming certain large European powers for the rift. When Hubert Védrine confessed that the French
policy must be to achieve a multipolar world32, this is all well and fine provided that this does not permit
individual actors to think they can be regional determinants in the creation of local alliances, or, in other
words, to rise as potential hegemons. This trend culminated in the dissidence of France, Germany and
Belgium over the Iraq war. We are seeing now both sides attempting a rapprochement (which we will try
to measure later in this paper). Not only does this rapprochement testify to the miscalculations of the
dissidents, but also to the awesome political power to act unilaterally that the United States can wield in
near impunity.
Therefore, there is a need to investigate why this choice of policy was made. One can postulate that the
Americans were toying with the concept of sustained engagement during the Clinton years and that this
strategy has common traits with off-shore balancing. Answering the question has two facets: One refers to
the causes, the other one refers to the outcomes of such a policy.
1. 2: Sources of American Off-Shore Balancing Strategy
The theory that Americans are now engaged in “off-shore balancing” finds resonance in an article written
by neo-conservative scholar Robert Kagan. He argues that the current transatlantic frictions are not
transitory, but they are due to the fact that Americans and Europeans have switched positions and are
now at odds with regard to strategic culture. A reversal has taken place in which the U.S. now displays
the same penchant for machtpolitik as once-powerful (and unilaterally acting) European states did until
roughly the Great War.33 It is true that America was then relatively weak, or rather, unsure or unaware of
her powers, and thus sought to have Europe settle her disputes using multilateral tools, such as the
League of Nations and later on the United Nations. According to Kagan, multilateralism is the tool of the
weak, and it is only normal that the U.S., being powerful nearly beyond challenge, is using its power as
Europeans once did; with strength and martial glory. Therefore, the result of the Kosovo war, the display
of European incapacity, and the irrelevance of Russian protests, the easy victory for what is deemed to be
the greater good of the Serbian people has made America realize that it may do anything because it can do
so. “Might is right” is the neo-conservative motto, and the operating factor in the current White House.34
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How has Europe become so impotent? If it is so weak and unreliable, how can it be an effective partner,
and if not a partner, how can some perceive it to be a potential balancer? Realists saw the integration of
the European Union as the early steps of a future great power that could challenge the United States. But
the reality is that the technological and political gaps which leave Europe incapable of matching U.S.
power is symptomatic of the political and now also philosophical shift that Kagan talks about: It translates
into lower defence as well as research and development spending, and into a departure from hitherto
common strategic objectives.
The common objective was of course to remove the Soviet threat. When this had happened, Europe
cashed in her peace dividend35, while the United States was left with overwhelming power. The
uncomfortable truth is that the treasures and resources spent by the U.S. in fighting two world wars
created a zone of peace based on the rule of law and multilateralism of a kind which Europe had never
enjoyed before. Americans still cling to the belief that it is their sacrifice that gave Europe its peace.
Europe and America, through NATO, fought the Cold War using common values and ideals. Now that
the Cold War is won, and that the values and ideals that were spread from post-war Western Europe to
post-cold war Eastern Europe, gives the impression that the United States have succeeded in making
Europe to their image. These accomplishments mean that the remaining regions are to be democratized
also, but without multilateralism or bargaining. It is to be done without compromise. And according to
Kagan the rift occurs when Europe demonstrates it is unwilling and/or unable to use her might in the
shaping of the outside world.
American military strength produced a propensity to use that strength. Europe’s military weakness has
produced a perfectly understandable aversion to the exercise of military power. Indeed, it has produced a
powerful European interest in inhabiting a world where strength doesn’t matter, where international law
and international institutions predominate, where unilateral action by powerful nations is forbidden,
where all nations regardless of their strength have equal rights and are equally protected by commonly
agreed-upon international rules of behavior.36

Thus Europe’s interest would be to multilateralize the United States. But there may be another reason to the
U.S. apparent shift from sustained engagement to off-shore balancing.
European powers after the Cold War engaged in a strategic reassessment of their foreign policies. Starting
with Russia, one can see that foreign and domestic policies that were initially in accordance with Western
aims soon turned sour after 1993. Between 1993 and 2000, Russia acted as unilaterally as it could, because
for her, the international system was constraining. She therefore sought more autonomy. The rift between
the U.S. and Russia (and with NATO) also came after the Kosovo war, and it took 18 months of NATO
diplomacy to repair relations somehow.37 September 11th removed any inconsistencies in positions
between Russia and the United States with regards to terrorism. In late January 2002, an article by Tatyana
Parkhalina about the “changed nature of the Atlantic Alliance“, which for Moscow is dictated by the U.S.,
basically replicated all the arguments that were put to the Russians by Western diplomats and academics
to convince them that NATO’s survival and enlargement were not a threat. In essence, Parkhalina has
now integrated this rhetoric and feeding it to the Russians:
The experience of relations with Western international institutions and individual countries in the last
5-6 years (attempts to block NATO enlargement, the Kosovo crisis, Russian-American contradictions in
connection with the ABM Treaty) has shown that the course toward confrontation essentially leads to
the country’s marginalization, or more correctly, self-marginalization in the international arena. A
considerable portion of the Russian elite clearly realizes more and more that the country’s future is
linked with strategic partnerships with the West.38
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This represents a fundamental change in U.S.-Russian relations, but the worrying trend is that the Russian
and American presidents share a common view of power and its use.39 This is indicative of the shift away
from strategic culture that was until Kosovo, shared by Europe and America. The disquieting fact here is
that President Bush and his entourage may have values that resemble more those of the Russians than
those of Europe. Parkhalina suggests that Russian involvement in a European security system will be
decisive, as Western leaders focus on two aspects of security transformation by “adapting... institutions to
the new conditions, proper placement of priorities, establishment of confidential relations and an
expansion of cooperation with Russia.“40 This could be taken to mean reshaping multilateralism to better
suit big power interests, robbing small states of an added relative advantage. She concludes by saying that
the majority of Russian politicians have accepted the idea of “the inevitable polycentricity of the European
security system.“41 Russia may have tried to take advantage of this polycentricity by supporting France,
Germany and Belgium against the United States scarcely a year after this article appeared. But this
common position may also be attributable to common interests in the region, namely French oil contracts
with Iraq, and Russian dependence on high oil prices to help it pay its Soviet debt to Germany. The
reasons that led to this coalition’s opposition to the war in Iraq may have otherwise been a glitch in
transatlantic relations, but the United States (and France, in particular) may have deepened the rift by
ignoring or dismissing the interests of these parties as irrelevant. Also, Washington may have seen this as
the beginning of a trend to match and challenge U.S. interest in other areas.
Were there any indications that certain powers in Europe were rising to challenge U.S. supremacy? The
end of the Cold War and Germany’s advocacy of the enlargement of NATO (first through Manfred
Wörner as NATO Secretary General) then through successive foreign ministers. Her peaceful reunification
heralded a new Germany, which had become “normal“. Far from being an innocent change, this provided
the opportunity to take a more active role in international affairs42, and even if her history and constitution
prevent a “muscular“ involvement43, it may trigger counter-hegemonic responses by the United States.
For example, President George Bush (Sr.) offered Germany a “partnership in leadership“, irking Britain
and France in the process, who were seeking special roles within Europe for themselves.44
Hubert Védrine’s comments about multilateralizing the U.S. are an extension of early 1990s French foreign
policy which was aimed at the promotion of a stable international system through universal multilateral
institutions.45 While there may be a debate as to whether the recent opposition to the war in Iraq may have
been a French attempt at its own brand of off-shore balancing, “France is only demonstrating a different
viewpoint on an issue under a similar ethical premise, and is arguing over the means to attain a common
goal.“46 But the ethical premises have changed, Kagan might argue. Furthermore, this stance is still
consistent with French obsession about rank in the international arena, which led France to take on an
increasing number of foreign policy initiatives under President Mitterrand. Yet these may have been
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misconstrued as an attempt to deepen French ascendancy in Europe. It remains unclear, however, how
American analysts can fail to see that France is also very much attached to NATO for the same reasons. As
France returned to the fold in 1996, it seemed that “no one, whether in France or elsewhere, dreams of
building Europe against the United States.“47 But words and deeds do not much. France maybe perceives
it as her duty “to show the way by supporting countries that refused to align themselves with the United
States... This strategy entailed more demonstrations of France’s power and determination throughout the
world, hand in hand with the affirmation of the creative genius and vitality of a nation confident of its
future.“48
Great Britain, in contrast, demonstrates that it is a staunch and reliable ally of the United States. Why is
that? First, her own indecision as to her place in Europe makes it unlikely that she will ever consider or
achieve a continental leadership role. Second, another paradox: The pessimism surrounding the New
World Order heralded by the first Bush Administration has led British policy-makers to accept the fact
that Great Britain is now a middle power and that it is unlikely to regain strong influence as in the 19th
century. Implicit in this assessment is the message that Great Britain will not try to assert a greater postCold War role, but rather will act as a bridge between the two sides of the Atlantic.49 This means that the
United States doesn’t need to balance Great Britain as the latter has already conceded American
supremacy. British pessimism surrounding the improbability of a “new world order” has to do with time.
To quote Sir Douglas Hurd, the new world order suggests “more than we are likely, as politicians, to
fulfill in our lifetime.“50 But then again, this is what American technological supremacy, coupled with a
neo-conservative approach of off-shore balancing strategy, promises to achieve:51 a “New World Order”
within our lifetime. And this explains why, as Europe’s most capable military nation, Great Britain is often
seen bandwagoning with the United States, from the role it took in the first Gulf War, to her support to
American action in Iraq between 1998 and 2002, in Afghanistan and again during the recent Iraq war.
This short comparative summary may account for one of the reasons why the United States is behaving
the way it does towards Europe. The transatlantic rift we are witnessing is as much the responsibility of
an America that has lost patience with the outside world as it is emanating from great powers in Europe
(and admittedly elsewhere, but this is not the topic of this paper), which has not altered her role to reflect
the changed international environment; such understandably must be leading to conflict and role
dysfunction.52 “As though intoxicated by its success in the fight against Al-Qa’ida in Afghanistan, the
United States has made it known that it no longer considers it necessary to have an international mandate
before turning its wrath on other countries accused of supporting terrorism.“53 Last but not least, the 1999
Helsinki Summit, which committed to a coherent ESDP, can be perceived as a concerted effort to create a
challenging force to the U.S.54 Although some powers may have adapted their roles to reflect the change
brought about by the end of the Cold War, and others may have not, this was not the most significant
source of friction between the two sides of the Atlantic, there were others too.
What was then a major source of friction and also the primary reason for America to shift from sustained
engagement to off-shore balancing? Let us not forget the emerging new international environment
provoked by the September attacks, and the different perceptions on either side of the Atlantic as to their
significance.55 For the Americans, this was the first time since 1812 that they were hit at the centre of their
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power.56 For Europe, it merely represented a grave and criminal attack, of an unprecedented scale, which
managed the collapse of two or three buildings. The differing perceptions accentuated the gap as Europe
was only willing (or able) to limit her comprehension of the war on terrorism to fight obvious and
demonstrable links to Al-Qaeda, and was unwilling beyond such estimates to consider greater
involvement elsewhere, thereby matching American machtpolitik. And so it seems that off-shore balancing
may sometimes turn against those European states that are unwilling to support the United States, or
present themselves as challengers on their own.
Perhaps the other reason that America adopted an off-shore strategy is due to the personality of the key
members of the Bush Administration. Structural realism insists that role-definition increases with power.
This may be so, but the level of power the United States enjoyed during the Clinton years is not much less
than what it enjoys now under Bush. So we may presume that the shift from sustained engagement to offshore balancing (and the doctrinal application of the latter strategy’s edicts) is a function of the people
who are now in power.57 There is no doubt that role changes are governed by leadership changes.58
Leadership – so the theory goes – must seize on (or create the conditions for) role redefinition, which is in
the end, a strategic reassessment. A further indication of the personalization of policy lies in the fact that
President Clinton reacted very differently with the World Trade Center bombers of 1993, who had the
same intents as the hijackers of 2001.
The implementation of military reform by the Bush Administration, led by Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld, is indicative of off-shore balancing, which refers to “leap-ahead“ technologies (of the MilitaryTechnological Revolution) in order to create more flexible forces. By doing so the administration was only
responding (nearly instantaneously) to requirements, even when considering that many of the reforms
were already implemented by the Clinton administration. Rather than long mobilization times and large
forces, the new trends follow a new vision of warfare, which relies primarily on the offensive.59 Thereby it
is not surprising that the United States finds itself more and more as the initiator of action.
What is even more indicative of the personalization of foreign policy is the way Rumsfeld conducted his
reform. Applying to outside help (think tanks, retired flag officers, civilian experts etc.), lack of
transparency for outsiders, and bypassing existing channels and hierarchies, have created much
resentment and have created a number of bureaucracy-administration rifts.
September 11th, the prospect of a rising European power-structure, either through individual great
powers, or as a unit emboldened by ESDP, and the biases of personalized foreign policy are the causes of a
shift between an undecided sustained engagement strategy and off-shore balancing, which are the sources
of the political and philosophical transatlantic gap.
1.3: Outcomes of off-shore strategy
The other side of the question refers to the possible goals of the strategy. In essence, the disagreement
between Europe and America could simply be limited to a dispute about ways and means, but the current
rift is seen as more serious because no one is sure where an off-shore balancing political strategy will lead.
American unilateralism would not be a concern if we could clearly see the results, and if the results are
mindful of consequences for the future.
One thing is certain: Off-shore strategy is banking on rapid success, and so the goal would be to settle as
many problems as American interests dictate in the most expeditious – and graphic – way and reap the
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electoral benefits. We must leave the subject as it is because going further would be engaging in
speculation.
But a few hints about the world that the Americans are shaping – wittingly or not – are necessary to
introduce our scenarios. Off-shore balancing and unilateralism could lead nations in transition to
participate more in American endeavours, and reap political and/or economical benefits which they
would not have deserved otherwise. This could lead to increases in power for them that could trigger
more ambitious designs, leading to cleavages in regional institutions, most notably in Europe.
Otherwise, Europe could choose to match American ambitions through a potent ESDP backed by a strong
military capability, but this requires prerequisites that are anathema to the idea of European Union. These
prerequisites could be a sharp turn to the right, with all that that entails for public and social policies. The
U.S. could welcome Europe’s support, but as we see below, this is far from being certain.
The world the Bush administration is shaping is a world at war with anything uncivilized. But a war
against terror knows no bounds, because there will always be discontent. And even if discontent is
eliminated, there will always be dissent and disagreement. The war on terror will find ways of redefining
concepts to perpetuate itself, and so one cannot dissociate the idea of off-shore balancing from fighting
terrorism. This is why it tends to draw inconceivable links with terrorism about anything that does not
conform to its interests or vision. The United States is therefore pressured to ask allies to participate in this
crusading, but participation requires matching American technological and capabilities superiority.

Part 2: A technological transatlantic gap
The United States are more capable, and therefore are more willing. (We have made that case so far.) How
have they come to be so capable? During the 1991 Gulf War, Cottey says that American equipment, which
was already several decades old, was roughly equivalent in quality as that of the European members of
the Coalition. While the quantitative aspect is another discussion altogether, we must investigate the
features behind this qualitative gap.
Suffice it to say that America spends more on defence than Europe. While the U.S. spent 281 billion USD
in 200160, Western Europe as a whole mustered “only“ 181 billion USD in the same period.61 In February
2002, President Bush announced a 15% increase62 of the U.S. defence budget, roughly the same amount as
the British and German budgets combined for 2001.63 This is again symptomatic of the philosophical and
political direction that Europe has chosen, but the Pentagon and NATO remain insistent that more should
be done to fill that gap, and that Europe, to quote Paul Wolfowitz, deputy to Mr. Rumsfeld, should show
more “ambition“.64 While Europeans do not share the same sense of urgency in pursuing the war against
the axis of evil, they are growing uneasy at the American manicheism and unilateral tendencies65. Hence,
U.S. defense spending plans show favoritism for variable geometry coalitions instead of permanent
arrangements like NATO.66
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But would simply raising defence budgets eliminate this gap? Not altogether. The gap is not necessarily in
spending, but in what spending can achieve.67 And spending must be made to develop techniques and
systems that increase the capability of European forces. So far, increases have not translated into much
more capabilities, because they have focused on standard of living improvements for personnel.
Furthermore the technological gap is thought by some to be directly related to Europe‘s unwillingness to
reconcile its interests with its values, which is a euphemism for reconciling its interests and projects with
American ones. There is however another reason for the technological gap and it is U.S. commercial
nationalism and security obsession68 that prevents European access and participation to procurement
contracts, tenders and R&D activities.69 Therefore the European defence establishment cannot be fertilized
by the American one, and the European defence industry is discouraged of attempting a breakthrough on
the U.S. market due to security barriers, impossibly high tariff and non-tariff regulations.
While it would be tempting to diagnose a form of paranoid schizophrenia in the American leadership, it is
in fact the American system of checks and balances that produces calls from Washington to have Europe
modernize, while every individual Senator, Congressman and State legislatures attempt to protect their
defense market.70 But the Federal level also has such restrictions. For example, contractors eligible to bid
for contracts for the U.S. Government must meet § 9.1 Responsible Prospective Contractors criteria, which
state that eligible contractors are U.S. citizens, citizens of Puerto Rico or other American territories (§ 9.102
(a) 1-2) and that procurement shall be made only from such contractors (§9.103 (a)).71 Therefore,
Europeans are blocked by the same people who beg them to spend more on capabilities. Furthermore, the
immense power wielded by America makes business people weary. “Across the Atlantic, resentment
against France may turn out to be much deeper than was initially thought. Bankers and financiers... speak
of long term consequences if Paris does not make a gesture towards Washington.“72 This could deepen or
accentuate the technological gap.73
NATO Secretary-General Lord Robertson explained that his calls to increase spending are actually a
warning to Europeans to upgrade quickly so that Europe can have an effective voice and discourage
unilateralist tendencies in the U.S. According to this logic, the U.S. is encouraged in going alone against
challenges not because of a desire for off-shore balancing, but because its allies are incapable of
following.74 The logic that only an increased capability will prevent American unilateralism was answered
by the mini-summit of April 29 2003, when France, Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg convened to
discuss the elaboration of an EU military structure outside of NATO.75 Apart from a few declarations,
results were perceived as mixed and deliberate efforts were made at playing down the importance of the
meeting.
But restructuring the EU’s defence establishment will not solve the technological gap. And if the
American R&D market is closed to Europe, how then will she fill the gap? The solution is simple, and
refers to another trade barrier, ironically: “Buy American“. And the race to the breach has already started.
Five European countries are buying the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. To observers, the American armaments
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industry is leading an unprecedented push to overtake the world market and thwart European
development initiatives like the Sagem-Dassault project. “The Europe of Defence is falling apart.“76
This means that as long as the gap is not filled – somehow – Europe will be condemned in leaving the U.S.
with a free hand to use off-shore balancing. This may sound like a call for a balancing attempt, but it is
not. It is unclear how technological parity would translate into a will to power on the global scene for
Europe. For her to do this, she would require the philosophy of the U.S. Administration. Some observers
point to the inclination of some European leaders to use that stance, among which President Aznar of
Spain and President Berlusconi of Italy.77 Other European nations have other motives. Some consider
transatlantic relations as paramount to their security, and they either want to acknowledge or reward U.S.
support for their NATO membership, while they were snubbed by the EU for a comparatively longer
period of time.78 The result therefore is that the transatlantic gap, whether philosophical/political or
technological, can only go on expanding, and furthermore engendering further gaps within an enlarging
Europe, unless the causes of friction are not resolved soon. Fixing these frictions may not necessarily
require that Europe buy American, but rather that the United States revert back to sustained engagement
as national security strategy. The resiliency of this strategy only depends on whether its determinants can
be influenced from outside. At present, if strength is the only thing that the Bush administration
understands, Europe can do nothing. However, if it is only the fruit of the key players in the
Administration, Europe may only need wait 1 or 5 more years, and hope for a Democratic, moderate
Administration to take its place, if it’s not too late. This is what we discuss in the following part.

Part 3: How resilient is this transatlantic gap?
After reading the above, it is possible that the current tensions will go on and worsen. But there are strong
indications and reasons why they would not. “The fact that the United States is more, and European
nations relatively less willing to use force to deal with international security issues was observed by some
in the 1980s. This fact has been rediscovered and even exaggerated by contemporary neo-conservative
pundits.“79 Indeed, neo-conservatives like Robert Kagan think this is a lasting rift.
But a recurring theme is that transatlantic relations are founded on common values.80 Ideals of life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness, freedom of choice, and democratic privileges, features that bring the two
sides together and these are features that matter more and are more tangible to the populations of both
sides than mere strategic culture. This is why “a renewal of the west as a community of action is shaped
by interests that are common even when they are not equally shared“. 81
In light of this the Prague Capabilities Commitment, to reenergize NATO’s strategic and capabilities,
transformation is at last seriously considered.82 This is important, because NATO is the true barometer of
the health of transatlantic relations. In light of this, it is interesting to note that in the wake of the
September attacks, European allies were, according to Suzanne Daley, “desperately trying to give us
political cover and the Pentagon [Mr. Rumsfeld] was resisting it.“83 This is indicative of the fact that when
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the Alliance is called for it is nearly every time responsive. And therefore the rifts in the transatlantic link
can be imparted to the Bush Administration who chose to snub NATO’s support. But Mr. Rumsfeld‘s
initial refusal to invoke § 5 also shows that off-shore balancing is a personal characteristic of key Bush
players. Furthermore, the need to match the American drive in meeting the Revolution in Military Affairs
would seem, according to some experts, overstated. The type of forces that NATO and the EU are trying
to put together would in any case fit the current threat assessment in Europe pertaining to the war on
terrorism, but there is no need for Don Quixotism.84 In its procurement and force structure forces, Europe
would do well to consider the strategic implications of the Revolution in Military Affairs, whose promises
may not be as favourable as once thought. As Colin Gray puts it:
Dazzled by our own prospective military brilliance, we can forget that a well motivated and competent, if
materially challenged, foe is going to be looking hard for asymmetrical sources of strategic leverage against
us.85

Also there are strong indications that the personalization of strategy will create more problems for the
United States, and that the Bush administration’s penchant for that strategy will mean that a loss at the
polls could alter the strategy once more. Still there are consequences to fear as the following scenarios will
demonstrate.

Scenarios
In the end, the resilience of the Atlantic rift may depend on three factors. The first is how quickly Europe
can catch up to the U.S. The second depends on the lifespan of the Bush administration and a continuation
of a Republican administration with a conservative strategic view of defence and alliances. The third
depends on the successes engendered by off-shore balancing. We consider each scenario in turn.
Catching up:
This will depend on how much cooperation the U.S. is willing to entertain to allow Europe to catch up.
But catching up to begin with still requires the immense political will to do so, and then the battle is only
half won. If we believe what neo-conservatives say, raising European spending levels will mean that
European strategic culture will have reverted back to what it was before the Great War, to the very
strategic culture that America now entertains, then such a development would be of such depth in
consequence for the creation of a unified Europe that it is nearly impossible to fathom. The new EU
members are eager to cash in their own peace dividends, and a reversal would mean that defense policies
would be operating along unilateral lines of off-shore balancing, leading to the dangers of renationalization of defense policies.
If the U.S. does not allow for “European military power” to catch up technologically, then the EU’s ESDP
could be limited to mopping up operations in the wake of U.S. unilateralism.86 Or it would be simply
limited to Petersberg tasks (peacekeeping). Yet, there are indications that the U.S. is asking Europe to
catch up, adopt her machtpolitik philosophy, impose order on the neighbourhood to her east and south,
and continue farther. At the same time, there will be the comprehensible aversion at seeing a European
competitor rise up to challenge American power in the domain of philosophical conversion. Since offshore balancing calls for the checking of regional hegemons, both scenarios above are likely. This would
therefore perpetuate U.S. demands of better burden sharing, while at the same time, different American
political levels of government would prevent European participation in American programs and R&D.
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The Bush Administration’s life span:
Democracies are not well equipped to fight long wars. It is likely that the next elections will be lost for the
Republicans, and that a new Democratic agenda will take place, and that overextensive commitments will
be scaled down. This happened in 1993 in Somalia, when the Clinton Administration withdrew American
troops committed by the first Bush Administration. Causes for the loss of the elections could be tied to
disasters in the field, or could more likely be tied to an ever declining economy.
On the condition of continued success, there could be a second mandate in the offing, but the quality of
transatlantic relations is difficult to predict if it would pass that point. One thing is certain; the quality of
relations with the American public and the outside world will depend on the quality of leadership the
U.S. is prepared to give. So far, the Iraq war has vindicated the opponents, as the U.S. admitted doubts to
the presence of chemical and biological weapons in Iraq.87 This could trigger political crises in Great
Britain, Spain and elsewhere, and create the opportunity for a more cohesive Europe. The resulting
political isolation of Washington could be a factor of defeat for President Bush.
Another factor of defeat for this Administration could be a continuing decline of the American economy,
which, according to some, is affecting the middle class. This decline could be accentuated by the relative
strength of the European economy. On the other hand, the failure of the Democratic caucus to present a
suitable challenger for the next election could spell another four years of a Bush Administration.
The success of off-shore balancing:
The success of off-shore balancing could be addictive to new Administrations as well. Rapid and cheap
success in military campaigns can embolden anyone. The situation now is that the American public seems
less bothered by body bags. One hundred or so dead would have sent any Administration into a panic
some years ago. The Americans pulled out of Beirut after a suicide bomber exploded a compound of U.S.
Marines in 1983 at the cost of 249 lives. President Clinton pulled out of Somalia after 19 dead. A successful
off-shore strategy would mean that the Administration initiating hostilities would not be casualty- or riskaverse. The lack of this aversion means the removal of a check to U.S. unilateral power. This trend is
already visible, and it is directly related to September 11, the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) or the
indicated NATO transformation heralded at Prague. September 11 with over 3000 people killed has
changed the sensibility of the public. The RMA allows the weapons operator on a tactical level such
liberty and ease in the management of violence that he/she is removed from it. So removed in fact that the
risk being killed in action is becoming more rare, and is tantamount to bad luck (like sniper fire). This has
effects at the strategic and grand strategic levels and at the tactical level as well. As weapons become more
precise and more trustworthy, the collateral effects are also minimal on the other side, leaving the tactical
operator the luxury to engage a potential target (or even a centre of gravity) with such success as to trigger
a favourable cost-benefit balance sheet. Firepower became cheaper than manpower. “The enemy is better
perceived as a collection of targets to destroy than as an alter ego, momentarily adversary, with whom one
will ultimately have to be reconciled.“88 This has psychological consequences, but more than that, it is
antithetical to European culture, where destruction is not an end in itself, but a means to have an
adversary submit. Here, the RMA dictates its own logic, apparently removed from what the United States
would really intend, as it would be an exaggeration to suggest that Americans seek destruction for its own
sake. The result would be that more and more military power is applied because it is cheap, efficient and
produces rapid results that every one can understand. Such success could remove the traditional aversion
for casualties and encourage other Administrations to follow in President Bush‘s footsteps.
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Michael WHITE and Nicholas WATT, Blair Faces Revolt as US Admits Doubts, The Guardian, May 29 2003, p. 1. But even an
educated guess could have brought about the same conclusions. See Mustapha BENCHENANE, Etats-Unis et Iraq, in Défence
nationale, #4, Avril 2003, p. 15-23.
DESPORTES: op. cit., p. 31-32. Authors translation. “L‘ennemi est davantage perçu comme un ensemble de cibles à détruire
que comme un alter ego, momentanément adverse, avec lequel il faudra à nouveau, ultérieurement, reprendre le dialogue.“
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Conclusion
Europe shows no sign of wanting to catch up to the United States in terms of military potential or of
adopting its worldview. Also, there are indications that European attempts to pull its weight would be
defeated by American law-makers.
Nevertheless, the double-edged transatlantic gap shows more promise of disappearing that worsening.
The emphasis on technology (full spectrum dominance) has never been as strong as it is now, and it can be
easily attributable to the last US administrations, but especially to the Bush administration. The way it is
conducting business at home and abroad is producing cleavages. At home, disagreement with the
bureaucracy may also create tensions that might trigger a fall of this administration, as will an eventual a
successful Democratic challenger for 2004, and a continued decline in the economy. Since we deem the
strategy of off-shore balancing to be a product of this administration, it is unlikely that a Democrat
presidency would replicate it, especially if the bureaucratic cleavages are as deep as suggested by sources.
This is compounded by the fact that many commentators, officials and academics have reiterated the
importance of healthy transatlantic relations. It is likely that European leaders will reconcile themselves
with the United States, but will not necessarily participate to her will to global power. In that regard, the
stability of NATO should be a clear indicator of the health of transatlantic relations. Any indication that
motions at the Council or at Ambassadorial meetings have difficulty passing should be a clear indication
that all is not well. The fact that the U.S. is not looking for an Empire does not mean it is willing to stay in
NATO.
In essence, this is a positive conclusion. In the short term, though, this means that a country would face
itself with internal crises, if political parties side with the U.S. While in many countries there are strong
constitutional safeguards concerning the use of armed forces abroad, necessity could dictate otherwise,
especially if off-shore balancing is so successful as to dash the EU‘s drive towards an autonomous
capacity, leaving other members as participants to variable geometry coalitions, creating regional security
dilemmas. Last but certainly not least, American demands or requirements might trigger massive crises
inside the EU or NATO.
In terms of foreign policy, governments would also have to take sides with regional powers attempting to
exit the European orbit to side with America. Although far-fetched, this scenario is nonetheless illustrated
by Polish participation in the Iraq war. This could create tensions within Europe which cannot be readily
deterred, as the promise of EU enlargement weighs less and less in Eastern European thinking now after
NATO membership is secured. This leaves more independence to countries which had been hitherto
vassals of the Soviet Union. There is no denying that Polish motivations to go to war against Iraq owed a
lot to its totalitarian experience.
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